The current study investigated how aging affects production and self-correction of errors in connected speech elicited via a read aloud task. Thirty-five cognitively healthy older and 56 younger participants read aloud 6 paragraphs in each of three conditions increasing in difficulty: (a) normal, (b) nounsswapped (in which nouns were shuffled across pairs of sentences in each paragraph), and (c) exchange (in which adjacent words in every two sentences were reversed in order). Reading times and errors increased with task difficulty, but self-correction rates were lowest in the nouns-swapped condition. Older participants read aloud more slowly, and after controlling for aging-related advantages in vocabulary knowledge, produced more speech errors (especially in the normal condition), and self-corrected errors less often than younger participants. Exploratory analysis of error types revealed that aging increased the rate of function word substitution errors (saying the instead of a), whereas younger participants omitted content words more often than did older participants. This pattern of aging deficits reveals powerful effects of vocabulary knowledge on speech production and suggests aging speakers can compensate for aging-related decline in control over speech production with their higher vocabulary knowledge and careful attention to speech planning in more difficult speaking conditions. These results suggest a model of speech production in which planning of speech is relatively automatic, whereas monitoring and self-correction are more attention-demanding, in turn leaving speech production relatively intact in aging.
Speech patterns and behavior change in aging in numerous noticeable ways (for a recent review, see Kavé & Goral, 2017) . Young adults speak more quickly, insert lexical fillers more often (e.g., like, you know), and produce a greater number of grammatically complex sentence structures than do older speakers (Cooper, 1990; Kemper, 1987 Kemper, , 1992 Kemper, Herman, & Lian, 2003a; Kemper, Herman, & Liu, 2004; Rabaglia & Salthouse, 2011) . Although some age differences likely reflect cognitive decline, others might reflect changes in communicative goals, differences in daily routine that change the nature of recent experience, differences in total amount of lifetime experience (Griffin & Spieler, 2006) and even some cognitive advantages. For example, older speakers use a greater variety of words when they speak (lexical diversity increases; Kemper, Schmalzried, Hoffman, & Herman, 2010) , a result that might reflect the increase in vocabulary size that comes with longer lifetime experience (Bowles & Salthouse, 2008; Kavé & Yafé, 2014; Keuleers, Stevens, Mandera, & Brysbaert, 2015; Verhaeghen, 2003) . Older speakers may also be more talkative, producing more "off topic" speech, but that can be equally effective in achieving communicative goals (Arbuckle, Nohara-LeClair, & Pushkar, 2000) and also rated as more interesting (James, Burke, Austin, & Hulme, 1998; Trunk & Abrams, 2009 ) than speech produced by younger speakers.
A general consensus in the field characterizes language production abilities as declining relatively more than language comprehension in aging (especially in tasks that do not place significant demands on working memory: Braver & West, 2008; Burke, MacKay, & James, 2000; Burke & Shafto, 2008; Carpenter, Mi-yake, & Just, 1994; Tun, Wingfield, & Stine, 1991; Waters & Caplan, 2004) . Though changes in speech production are thought to be more salient than in comprehension, these too are often subtle and more difficult to observe when compared with other more apparent deficits found in aging for example, in explicit memory, executive functioning, and processing speed (Dodson, 2017; Kemper, Herman, & Lian, 2003b; Kemper, Marquis, & Thompson, 2001; Mayr, 2001; Park, Lautenschlager, Hedden, Davidson, Smith, & Smith, 2002; Salthouse, 1996 Salthouse, , 2010 Verhaeghen, 2011) and because older speakers can compensate for some production difficulties because of their expanded knowledge base and vocabulary size (e.g., Dahlgren, 1998; Gollan & Brown, 2006; Kavé, Knafo, & Gilboa, 2010; Laver & Burke, 1993; Rabaglia & Salthouse, 2011; Shafto, 2015; Stine-Morrow, Miller, & Hertzog, 2006) . However, both anecdotally and in controlled experimental studies, older adults report word finding problems (Goral, Spiro, Albert, Obler, & Connor, 2007; Nicholas, Obler, Albert, & Goodglass, 1985) and tip-of-the-tongue (TOT) retrieval failures significantly more often than do younger speakers (Burke, MacKay, Worthley, & Wade, 1991; Maylor, 1990) . This aging effect is especially robust with proper name targets (Burke, Locantore, Austin, & Chae, 2004; Burke et al., 1991; Evrard, 2002; James, 2006; Maylor, 1990; Rastle & Burke, 1996) but is also found with object naming especially in advanced aging (over the ages of 70 to 75 or in the 8th decade of life; Kavé et al., 2010 ; but see Dahlgren, 1998; Gollan & Brown, 2006; Ramscar, Hendrix, Shaoul, Milin, & Baayen, 2014) .
Although it might seem obvious that word-retrieval deficits should also be associated with a higher incidence of word substitution errors, much less is known as to whether or not aging increases other types of speech errors. A challenge in this domain is that speech errors are relatively rare; using a recorded corpus of speech, Garnham, Shillcock, Brown, Mill, and Cutler (1981) estimated that errors occur only once per every thousand words. Even if errors were to increase significantly in aging, this might still be difficult to observe (e.g., Connelly, Hasher, & Zacks, 1991) . Investigators of speech production have developed a number of methods to induce speech errors at higher rates, but these typically involve relatively difficult production tasks, which could induce aging effects not found in more natural connected speech, or could even introduce speech production difficulties for reasons not directly related to speech processing. Vousden and Maylor (2006) used a tongue twister paradigm to contrast phonological errors in younger and older speakers. In a slow speech condition, older speakers did not produce more tongue twister errors than young speakers. In contrast, in a fast rate condition, younger speakers produced many more speech errors while older speakers were simply unable to produce the tongue twisters. This implies a kind of aging deficit in tongue twister production, but leaves open the question as to whether aging changes the types of errors speakers make-and if aging effects are found only in particularly difficult speech production tasks (speech does not typically require rapid production of tongue twisters). MacKay and James (2004) revealed significant aging effects in a speech error elicitation task that required speakers to replace all /p/ sounds in single written words with /b/ sounds and vice versa (e.g., given punk participants would respond by saying bunk, or if given ribbed they would say ripped, and when given control words with neither target sound, such as dune, they were instructed to respond by saying "neither"). Interpretation of this work suffers from the same concern as Vousden and Maylor's (2006) study of tongue twisters: Although it appears that older speakers do produce more speech errors in some testing conditions, it remains to be determined if aging similarly affects speech production in more naturalistic speaking tasks.
Identifying aging deficits in production of spontaneous connected speech has proved to be challenging (Kavé & Goral, 2017) . Spontaneous speech affords considerable flexibility, which might easily allow older speakers to compensate for any processing declines that emerge in aging (Burke et al., 2000; Burke & Shafto, 2008; Rabaglia & Salthouse, 2011; Waters & Caplan, 2005) by using different words and multiple syntactic structures to express the same concepts (Davidson, Zacks, & Ferreira, 2003) . Moreover, it is not always clear whether speakers are in fact producing what they intended to produce. In some cases, deviations from intention only become apparent when speakers interrupt themselves to change or correct what they initially produced. Aging-related difficulties in spontaneous speech might be apparent if older adults stopped to self-correct their own speech errors more frequently than younger adults. However, the ability to self-correct could itself be impaired in aging, and very little research has addressed this question. Two studies found that older speakers corrected their own speech errors at the same rate as younger speakers (Cooper, 1990; McNamara, Obler, Au, Durso, & Albert, 1992) , and another study reported no aging effects on the primary task (/p/ and /b/ substitution, as explained in the preceding text), but a sharp decline in ability to detect error production on control trials ("neither" responses to words without /p/ or /b/ sounds; MacKay & James, 2004) . Possibly related evidence comes from studies of aging effects on proofreading in which detection but not correction of spelling errors was intact in aging, whereas both detection and correction of grammar and meaning-based errors (which were more difficult for both young and old readers to identify than spelling errors) declined in aging (Shafto, 2015 ; for a slightly different pattern of aging effects, see Abrams, Farrell, & Margolin, 2010) .
Some suggestive evidence comes from a recent study designed to investigate how aging affects bilinguals' ability to switch languages in their speech (Gollan & Goldrick, 2016) . In this study, young and older bilinguals read aloud mixed-language paragraphs. When they encountered a switch word, bilinguals sometimes spontaneously produced translations of the written words by mistake or language intrusion errors (e.g., replacing that with que in a sentence such as "Estaba seguro that he had placed the shoe con la punta pointed upward para sostener la ventana open"). Older bilinguals produced significantly more such intrusion errors and also a significantly lower rate of very fast self-corrections (in which they began to produce an intrusion error and stopped themselves mid-error to self-correct before fully producing the error). Importantly, older bilinguals also produced significantly more within-language errors than did young bilinguals (e.g., saying these instead of those, or could instead of would, which are errors that monolinguals might also produce). Although self-corrections of these errors were not examined in this previous study (which focused on bilingual language control), the aging deficit in monitoring these errors might be even stronger given that language switches are generally easier to identify than within-language errors (both in auditory comprehension and in reading aloud; This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
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Ivanova, Ferreira, & Gollan, 2017) . To examine this question, we reanalyzed data from Gollan and Goldrick (2016, including all self-corrections, not just miderror interruptions). 1 Older bilinguals self-corrected just 22% (SD ϭ 16) of within-language errors, whereas young bilinguals self-corrected 42% (SD ϭ 19), representing a mean age difference of 20%. This effect was four times as large as the age deficit in correction of intrusions (older bilinguals: 42%, SD ϭ 18%; younger bilinguals: 47%, SD ϭ 24%; mean age difference ϭ 5%). Although this might imply an aging effect on speech monitoring, it could reflect processing mechanisms specific to bilingualism or the relative difficulty of reading paragraphs with frequent language switches in them. If the effect is indeed not specific to bilinguals, it should be found when comparing young to older monolinguals in the reading aloud task.
In the present study, we examined aging effects on production of connected speech in monolingual English speakers using the paragraph reading task, a relatively naturalistic task that is also transparent with respect to the targets of intended speech. Importantly, though we relied on reading to elicit speech production, speech errors produced in the read aloud task arise primarily during planning and execution of speech production, and do not reflect errors in visual word processing and/or sentence comprehension; Gollan & Goldrick, 2016; Gollan, Schotter, Gomez, Murillo, & Rayner, 2014) . Perhaps most convincing in this regard is that bilinguals produce intrusion errors even with translation equivalents that do not resemble each other in form (e.g., see the example in the preceding text), and even Chinese-English bilinguals produce intrusions in this task though visually the language switches are quite obvious when the two languages have such distinct orthographies (Li & Gollan, 2018) . Because aging effects on speech production might be magnified in the absence of semantic or syntactic support (or more generally in difficult tasks), we included three different types of paragraphs, including (a) normal paragraphs; (b) nouns-swapped paragraphs, in which all the nouns in each sentence were swapped randomly across positions in consecutive pairs of sentences (eliminating semantic support); and (c) exchange paragraphs, in which adjacent words were exchanged (eliminating both semantic and syntactic support). Paragraphs in the normal condition elicited production of a coherent story, while those in the nouns-swapped condition required production of grammatical but nonsensical sentences (like Madlibs or Jabberwocky; see the Method section and the Appendix for examples), and the exchange condition required producing strings of function and content words without any support from grammatical structure or meaning. If aging affects production of connected speech only in difficult processing conditions, we might expect to find significant age group differences only (or to a larger extent) in the nouns-swapped or exchange conditions and no age differences in the normal condition. Furthermore, if syntactic (rather than semantic) support plays a key role in processing, any aging differences might be magnified in the exchange and nouns-swapped conditions. Conversely, more difficult conditions might be more likely to elicit compensatory strategies, which could mask aging effects (as reviewed in the preceding text).
Our primary interest was whether older adults would produce speech errors more often, and self-correct those errors less often, than younger adults specifically without requiring them to read aloud at a faster pace than they would naturally choose. Importantly, as in our previous aging study (Gollan & Goldrick, 2016) , we did not impose any speed requirements, and did not include any specific instructions about self-correction (self-corrections were spontaneous). As such, we expected older adults would likely read aloud more slowly than younger adults, a factor that might work against finding aging-related changes in speech error rate-but that might be best suited for observing ecologically valid aging effects on self-correction (participants might self-correct less often if they are pressured to produce speech quickly). Similarly, aging effects might be obscured by normative aging-related growth in vocabulary knowledge (which increases along with other crystallized abilities; Baltes, 1997; Hartshorne & Germine, 2015) as a consequence of increased experience and exposure to print over time (e.g., Stanovich, West, & Harrison, 1995) . Thus, in all our analyses we also considered the possible effects of vocabulary knowledge on production and self-correction of speech errors. Finally, further clues as to the possible cognitive mechanisms underlying possible aging effects on production of speech errors could be found if some types of errors appeared to be more affected by aging than others. We examined this via exploratory analysis of different types of speech errors.
Method Participants
Thirty-five cognitively healthy English-speaking older monolinguals and 56 younger monolinguals participated in the study. Older participants were screened extensively for cognitive status in annual neurological and neuropsychological test batteries as part of their participation as healthy controls at the University of California San Diego's (UCSD) Shiley-Marcos Alzheimer's Disease Research Center (ADRC), which follows a cohort of about 500 participants with equal numbers of patients versus cognitively healthy controls. All participants were diagnosed as cognitively healthy (i.e., "normal controls" not "probable Alzheimer's disease" and not "mild cognitive impairment" or any other neurological diagnosis) on the basis of criteria developed by the National Institute of Neurological and Communicative Disorders and Stroke (NINCDS) and the Alzheimer's Disease and Related Disorders Association (ADRDA; Mc Khann et al., 1984) . Participants with a history of alcoholism, drug abuse, severe psychiatric disturbances, severe head injury, and learning disabilities were also excluded. Young participants were recruited from the UCSD Psychology subject pool, and received course credit for their participation. Table 1 shows participant demographics, neuropsychological test scores, and self-reported language history questionnaire responses for all young and older speakers tested, and for a vocabulary-matched subset of participants. The vocabularymatched subset was selected by one-to-one matching as many older with young participants as possible on a standardized measure of single-word oral-reading ability (American National Adult Reading Test [ANART] scores; Grober, Sliwinski, & Korey, 1991; Kreutzer, DeLuca, & Caplan, 2011) , with some adjustments made as needed to match overall averages, and to produce group means that are also not significantly different on the multiple-choice vocabulary test (Shipley, 1940) , and our measure of productive vocabulary (picture naming test scores; the Multilingual Naming Test [MINT]; Gollan, Weissberger, Runnqvist, Montoya, & Cera, 2012; Ivanova, Salmon, & Gollan, 2013) . Vocabulary tests were administered just after the paragraph reading task in a fixed order (ANART, MINT, and the Shipley-Hartford Vocabulary Test; see the following text). Additional neuropsychological test scores were available for all older participants from their annual evaluations at the ADRC (e.g., Dementia Rating Scale; Mattis, 1988 , and the Mini Mental State Examination; Folstein, Folstein, & McHugh, 1975) ; testing on these measures took place just before (n ϭ 12) or just after (n ϭ 23) they were tested on the paragraph reading task, with a lag between testing sessions of about 4.4 months on average (SD ϭ 2.3). All participants reported being exposed to English from birth, regular and current use of English throughout their lifetime, and limited exposure to and proficiency in other languages. All but three older and five young participants reported being right-handed. Informed consent was obtained from all individuals prior to their participation in the research study. Study procedures were approved by the UCSD Institutional Review Board.
Materials
Paragraphs (n ϭ 18) were English-only versions of those used by Gollan and Goldrick (2018) and were adapted into three versions so that each paragraph could be presented in each of three conditions: (a) normal, (b) nouns-swapped, and (c) exchange. Paragraphs were 121.94 words long on average (SD ϭ 14.68; range ϭ 100 -148), and each participant read aloud six paragraphs of each type. Paragraphs were randomly divided into three groups that were blocked for presentation. Across nine stimulus lists, the condition and order of each group of paragraphs were counterbalanced. An example of each type of paragraph is presented in the Appendix. In the nouns-swapped condition, all nouns in the sentence were swapped randomly across positions in consecutive pairs of sentences or across the final three sentences. For sentences without a noun, one personal singular or plural pronoun was selected and changed into a noun. Care was taken to ensure that modifiers not designated as nouns were not swapped (e.g., only meters in "a hundred meters ahead" would be swapped because hundred is a modifier in this sentence). Additionally, swapped nouns were changed as needed to fit the new context, preserving grammaticality (e.g., if the noun woman was swapped into the meters position in "a hundred meters ahead," it would be modified to women). Finally, capitalization and punctuation was left in its original position (so that the first word in a sentence would be capitalized, and commas and periods did not move with their originally adjacent nouns). In the exchange condition, pairs of consecutive words were exchanged. If there were three words at the end of a sentence, the last word was left alone, and additionally sometimes a word was left in its original place to avoid creating repetitions.
The ANART (Grober et al., 1991; Kreutzer et al., 2011) consists of 50 written words with irregular spelling, and the participants were asked to pronounce each word.
The Shipley-Hartford Vocabulary Test is part of the Shipley Institute of Living Scale (Shipley, 1940) , and it measures receptive vocabulary. It has 40 written target words, presented in ascending order of difficulty, and participants choose the closest synonym to the target word from four presented options (Shipley reported a split-half reliability for this test as .87).
The Multilingual Naming Test (MINT; Gollan et al., 2012 ) consists of 68 black-and-white line drawings, administered in order of progressing difficulty. This test was designed to assess picture-naming ability in four languages (i.e., English, Spanish, Mandarin, Hebrew) and provides a measure of productive vocabulary in bilingual and monolingual speakers alike (Ivanova et al., 2013 ).
Procedure
Participants were tested individually in a quiet, well-lit room. Paragraphs were presented in PowerPoint as words printed in 20-pt. Calibri font, double-spaced. Each paragraph was presented on a single slide. Participants were instructed to read each paragraph aloud as accurately as possible at a comfortable pace and were audio-recorded and timed with a stopwatch. Prior to reading This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
the first paragraph of each condition, participants completed a shorter practice paragraph. The experimenter corrected participants if they produced any errors during these practice trials. Participants were not instructed to self-correct errors they noticed and, if they self-corrected, they were neither prompted to stop self-correcting nor encouraged to do so. If participants commented on or asked about the experimental manipulations, they were prompted with "Just try to read what's written on the page as accurately as possible at a comfortable pace." Participants first completed the read-aloud task, followed by the ANART, the MINT, and the Shipley-Hartford Vocabulary Test (in that order).
Errors were marked on a coding sheet during testing and were later checked against audio recordings.
Results
Two research assistants coded errors for all participants with each assistant coding half of the younger and half of the older participants. Errors were defined as any word produced differently from what was written on the page. Examples of error types are shown in Table 2 .
A small number of speech productions could have been classified as more than one type of error, either as two attempted productions including one correct and one erroneous production, or as a specific error type and a repetition. In these cases, preference was given to classifying them as (1) errors (rather than marking them as correct) and (2) specific error types rather than as repetitions. Disfluencies and hesitations were not marked as errors; repetitions were marked as errors only when they were not produced along with a more specific error type. We based this assumption on the observation that some of these instances appeared to reflect instances of doubled self-correction for emphasis.
Interrater reliability was assessed using 30 paragraphs, taken from 10 randomly selected participants (five older and five younger from the vocabulary-matched subset). From each of these participants' data, three paragraphs (one per condition) were selected at random, yielding 3,712 data points. Of these the two coders agreed perfectly on classifications in 99.5% of cases; both coders classified 98.8% of the responses as correct (n ϭ 3,648), and 0.9% as the same error type (seven function-function substitutions, 10 omissions, eight repetitions, eight swap, and one inflection error). The two coders disagreed on 0.5% of cases (n ϭ 19; in 11 cases one coder classified the response as correct, whereas the other coded an error; in five cases this situation was reversed, and in three cases there was disagreement about error type).
We analyzed the data using linear (for reading times) and logistic (for error and self-correction rates) mixed-effects regressions (Dixon, 2008; Jaeger, 2008 ; models were fit using the R package lme4, v. 1.1-12; Bates, Maechler, Bolker, & Walker, 2015) . Analyses examined the effects of age group (older, This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
younger), paragraph type (normal, nouns-swapped, exchange), ANART score, and all interactions. Age group was contrast coded (i.e., .5 for older, Ϫ.5 for younger). Paragraph type was coded by three centered contrasts (nouns-swapped vs. normal, exchange vs. normal, and exchange vs. nouns-swapped; the third contrast was calculated by releveling paragraph type and refitting the regression model). ANART score was coded as a centered continuous variable to control for differences in vocabulary knowledge. ANART scores were used because (collapsing all young and older participants together) they showed the strongest simple correlation with participant accuracy in paragraph reading (r ϭ .32, vs. 0.21 for the Shipley-Hartford Vocabulary Test and 0.02 for the MINT test) and with self-correction rate (r ϭ .14, vs. 0.01 for the Shipley-Hartford Vocabulary Test and Ϫ.10 for the MINT). ANART score was coded by (centered) proportion correct (logit-transformed), as raw scores blocked model convergence. Note that our figures use raw proportion correct in ANART; plotting our regression model fits in each figure will therefore yield nonlinear curves (reflecting the nonlinear transform of ANART score). Furthermore, models predicting binomial variables (accuracy, self-correction rate) predict log-odds of response; plotting these fits in raw proportion correction or proportion self-corrected will also lead to nonlinear curves. For each measure, we used the maximal random effects structure that would converge and was not overparameterized (Bates, Kliegl, Vasishth, & Baayen, 2015) . After excluding outlier paragraphs with reading times exceeding 100 s (n ϭ 8, distributed across three participants), the models of reading times converged with the maximal random effects structure. For models of accuracy, subjects were entered as random intercepts, as more complex models failed to converge. For models of self-corrections, the full model was overparameterized, so the random by-subject slope for the exchange versus normal contrast was excluded (it had the smallest variance); this yielded a random effects structure with a random intercept by subject and a correlated by-subject random slope for the nouns-swapped versus normal contrast. The significance of each fixed effect was assessed via likelihood ratio tests (Barr, Levy, Scheepers, & Tily, 2013) . Tables in the online supplemental material summarize the estimates of random effects, their correlations (for models with multiple random effects), and fixed effects.
We considered including years of education as a covariate. Vocabulary scores and education level were significantly correlated (r ϭ .49), and this was driven primarily by the older group (older: r ϭ .31; younger: r ϭ .04). Given this collinearity, we preferred to use the objective standardized measure of vocabulary. Additionally, regression models including years of education explained less variance than those including vocabulary. 
Reading Times
Although our primary measure of interest in the read aloud task was production and self-correction of speech errors, it was important to also consider possible differences between groups in reading times to determine whether this could be influencing any of the observed error effects. As shown in Figure 1 , participants read exchange paragraphs most slowly, followed by nouns-swapped paragraphs, and normal paragraphs were read fastest. This was confirmed by pairwise comparisons in the regression (exchange vs. Finally, aging-related slowing was significant even without controlling for age-group differences in vocabulary. Repeating the analysis of raw reaction time above and excluding the ANART control factor yielded a slightly smaller (but still significant) estimate of the aging effect (␤ ϭ 11.236, SE ␤ ϭ 1. 2 Our a priori intention was to control for vocabulary in the analyses of reading times, accuracy, and self-corrections (hence we obtained ANART scores for both young and older participants). However, additional measures of individual differences in processing speed, working memory, attention, and list memory were available for older adults (from annual testing sessions at the ADRC). As shown in the online supplemental materials (see Table S1 ), comparison of these with vocabulary knowledge suggest that vocabulary is a stronger predictor of performance in the read-aloud task. 3 The subset model excluding the exchange vs. normal paragraphs by age group interaction failed to converge, so p values were estimated by assuming t statistics approximated that of Z. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
Accuracy
As shown in Figure 2 , parallel to the reading times, accuracy was lowest in the Exchange paragraphs, higher in nouns-swapped paragraphs, and highest in normal paragraphs. Interestingly, paragraphs that were read most quickly, and overall most accurately-normal paragraphs-were also the only condition to show significant aging effects on accuracy. Although there was no main effect of age (␤ ϭ Ϫ0.235, SE ␤ ϭ 0. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
Note that if we fail to control for differences in vocabulary knowledge, the aging effect on accuracy is no longer reliable. Repeating the regression in the normal condition (i.e., the condition that exhibited a significant age-related decrease in accuracy), but excluding the ANART control, yielded a nonsignificant effect of age (␤ ϭ Ϫ0.029, SE ␤ ϭ 0.174, 2 [1] ϭ 0.03, p Ͻ .87). This underscores how important this control can be in analyses of aging effects.
A potential concern, given our design, is that the aging effect on accuracy in naturalistic Normal paragraphs might have occurred because these were intermixed with unusual (nouns-swapped and exchange) paragraphs. To consider this possibility, we reran the follow-up regression from within the Normal condition (i.e., including the ANART control), adding age, order (first, second, or third block, centered), and their interaction to the model. 
Self-Corrections
While reading times and accuracy exhibited similar main effects of condition, self-corrections produced a different pattern of results. As shown in Figure 3 , Nouns-swapped paragraphs exhibited the lowest rate of self-corrections, suggesting that the disruption of semantic information (while syntactic information remained intact) impaired error monitoring. Self-correction rates were significantly lower in nouns-swapped versus normal paragraphs (␤ ϭ Ϫ0.434, SE ␤ ϭ 0.148, Critically, across conditions, older adults were less likely to self-correct than younger adults (␤ ϭ Ϫ0.537, SE ␤ ϭ 0. Note that if we fail to control for differences in vocabulary knowledge, the aging effect on self-corrections is no longer significant. Repeating the regression excluding the ANART control, yielded a marginal effect of age (␤ ϭ Ϫ0.322, SE ␤ ϭ 0.168, 2 [1] ϭ 3.64, p Ͻ .057). This again suggests that controlling this type of individual difference is crucial for analyses of betweenparticipants differences in age.
Post Hoc Analyses: Error Types
In post hoc analyses, we examined whether the accuracy or self-correction effects were driven by particular error types. We considered conducting analyses parallel to those above, using a logistic regression that was multinomial (one category per response type) instead of the standard binomial (correct vs. incorrect). However, this was not possible given the very small number of errors within each type. We therefore conducted a nonparametric bootstrap analysis to estimate the 95% confidence interval of the mean within each age group, limiting ourselves to a subset of participants matched for vocabulary size (see Table 1 ). Additionally, to maximize power, we collapsed across paragraph types. Figure 4 shows the results of this analysis for number of errors. Swap errors (for examples see Table 2 ) were overwhelmingly confined to the exchange paragraphs (97.86%, N ϭ 280), and thus, we do not discuss these errors further.
Error types that young and older participants produced most often were largely but not exactly rank ordered in the same way across age-groups; while older participants produced function word substitution errors most often, followed by omissions, content word substitution errors, and inflection errors (with very few repetition and nonword errors), for younger participants, omission errors were most common followed by function and then content word substitution errors (and very few inflection, repetition, and nonword errors). Of great interest to our central question concerning aging effects, the 95% confidence intervals for function word substitution errors (e.g., and ¡ or) did not overlap across age groups, suggesting that aging may specifically impact the processing of this word class. This aging effect was consistent across conditions (mean ratio, older/young errors across conditions: 2.355; broken down by condition it was 2.118 in normal paragraphs, 2.987 in nouns-swapped, and 2.142 in exchange). The vast majority of these substitutions (in both age groups) yielded alternative grammatical sentences (normal: older adults 74.29% (N ϭ 70), younger adults 82.86% (N ϭ 35) ; nouns-swapped: older adults 83.54% (N ϭ 79), younger adults 78.57% (N ϭ 28); in exchange, productions are designed to be ungrammatical).
6
The results for self-corrections of different error subtypes are shown in Table 3 . The 95% confidence intervals for corrections of 6 To judge these for grammaticality, the first author rated each sentence outcome as grammatical or not, flagging ones she was unsure of. The second author checked all the flagged sentences. A small number of disagreements was settled with discussion. The second author then checked 10 additional sentences within each condition; there was only one disagreement across all 20 examples, suggesting the coding was reliable. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
function word substitution errors exhibited the least degree of overlap across age groups, providing converging evidence that aging may specifically impact the processing of this word class. Reanalysis of within-language error subtypes from Gollan and Goldrick (2016) also revealed a large number of function word substitution errors, especially in older bilinguals. Collapsing all errors produced with dominant and nondominant language targets resulted in four error subtypes for which both older and proficiency-matched younger bilinguals produced at least 20 errors (across participants).
• function word substitution errors (e.g., a ¡ the; older bilinguals M ϭ 16.0, SD ϭ 15.1, N ϭ 320, younger bilinguals M ϭ 6.7, SD ϭ 4.8, N ϭ 134) • nonword errors (e.g., applauding ¡ applouding; older bilinguals M ϭ 11.1, SD ϭ 14.5, N ϭ 221, young bilinguals M ϭ 4.5, SD ϭ 5.0, N ϭ 90) • inflection errors (e.g., abandoned ¡ abandon; older bilinguals M ϭ 6.7, SD ϭ 8.8, N ϭ 134, younger bilinguals M ϭ 1.6, SD ϭ 2.1, N ϭ 31)
• form related (e.g., dared ¡ darted; older bilinguals M ϭ 4.3, SD ϭ 4.5, N ϭ 85, younger bilinguals M ϭ 3.6, SD ϭ 2.6, N ϭ 71). When combined with the data in the present study, it appears that aging increases function word substitution errors and inflection errors (whereas the nonword errors difference in this previous study might have more to do with reading aloud in a nondominant language).
Returning to the present study, omission errors were the only type that trended in the opposite direction; younger participants omitted a greater number of words than did older participants. We repeated the regression for accuracy, with omission error rate as the dependent measure, adding grammatical category as a main effect and as an interaction with age. This analysis, shown in This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
omissions for older than for younger adults, ␤ ϭ Ϫ0.773, SE ␤ ϭ 0.328, 2 [1] ϭ 6.18, p Ͻ .02), and no significant age-group difference in omission of function words (␤ ϭ Ϫ0.103, SE ␤ ϭ 0.192, 2 [1] ϭ 0.28, p Ͻ .60). Though confidence intervals overlapped across age groups for inflection errors, given that MacKay and James (2004) reported older adults were significantly more likely to drop suffixes than young adults, we further subdivided these into inflection drop (e.g., skipping ¡ skip), addition (e.g., skip ¡ skipping) and substitution (e.g., skipping ¡ skipped) errors (note that errors classified here as "inflection (drop)" errors are analogous to "omission errors" in MacKay & James, 2004) . These showed some suggestive effects in the same direction. Inflection additions occurred similarly often in older adults' M ϭ 0.94 (SD ϭ 1.00, n ϭ 31) as in younger adults' speech M ϭ 1.09 (SD ϭ 0.83, n ϭ 23), while inflection drops seemed to occur more often in older adults' M ϭ 2.44 (SD ϭ 4.15, n ϭ 55) than in younger adults' speech M ϭ 0.82 (SD ϭ 0.75, n ϭ 20), and possibly inflection substitutions also occurred more often in older adults' M ϭ 1.56 (SD ϭ 2.00, n ϭ 41) as in younger adults' speech M ϭ 0.45 (SD ϭ 0.69, n ϭ 16). To examine if older adults were more likely to delete inflections than younger adults (given similarity to an effect previously reported by MacKay & James, 2004) , we examined the ratio of drop to substitution errors, limiting ourselves to the seven older adults and five younger adults who produced both types of errors. Within these very small groups, older adults did exhibit a higher ratio (M ϭ 3.05, SD ϭ 2.63) than younger adults (M ϭ 1.03, SD ϭ 0.58). However, inflection errors were very few in number, especially for young adults, reducing confidence in the reliability of these differences, we do not discuss these further.
Discussion
The present study aimed to determine if aging leads speakers to produce more speech errors, and fewer spontaneous self-corrections of errors, in connected speech. The results provided clear answers to these questions, and some clues as to the underlying cognitive mechanisms. Summarizing the key results, older participants read paragraphs aloud significantly more slowly than younger participants, and also produced more errors and self-corrected less often, but only after controlling for an aging-related advantage in vocab- Note. Numbers in parentheses show bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals for means (estimated using 1,000 resamplings of the participant means with replacement). Figure 5 . Proportion of words omitted by American National Adult Reading Test (ANART) proportion correct, separated by subject age group and word class, with fitted regression lines. Note this is a logistic regression, which yields nonlinear curves when plotted as proportions. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
ulary knowledge. The latter factor exerted robust effects, speeding reading times, reducing error rates, and increasing self-corrections. Importantly, aging effects were not restricted to difficult or unusual speech conditions. In fact, we obtained some evidence in the opposite direction; for example, the aging-related increase in speech errors was significant on its own only in the Normal condition, in which speech was most naturalistic, produced most quickly, least error prone, and least variable (see Figure 2 ). Additionally, self-corrections, but not aging effects, varied across condition (though this might be interpreted with caution given high variability in self-correction rates (see Figure 3) . Finally, error rates and self-corrections seemed to some extent to be driven by different underlying cognitive mechanisms; condition effects patterned differently in some measures (e.g., the exchange condition elicited the most errors, whereas nouns swap elicited lowest selfcorrect rates), but similarities were apparent in exploratory analysis of other measures. Specifically, in both accuracy and selfcorrections, aging effects were most robust for whole-word function substitution errors (e.g., saying the instead of a; see Table  2 ), which older adults produced more often, and self-corrected less often, than young adults (see Figure 4 and Table 3 ).
Aging Effects on Accuracy
Our finding of a significant age-related increase in production of speech errors in the Normal condition establishes, in much more certain terms than was possible in previous experimental studies, that aging in fact leads speech production to be more error proneonce the vocabulary advantage often found in older age is controlled. Reading aloud is a fairly easy and naturalistic task that elicits rapid production of connected speech, and as explained in the Introduction, relies heavily on normal mechanisms of speech production (Ferreira, 1991; Gollan & Goldrick, 2016 , 2018 Gollan et al., 2014; Kemper et al., 2014) . Importantly in the present context, even though intended speech was initially planned via reading, this ability remains relatively intact in aging (Burke et al., 2000; Burke & Shafto, 2008; especially in nondemanding conditions, e.g., Smiler, Gagne, & Stine-Morrow, 2003; Stine-Morrow, Gagne, Morrow, & DeWall, 2004; Stine-Morrow et al., 2006; Stine-Morrow, Soederberg Miller, Gagne, & Hertzog, 2008; Waters & Caplan, 2004) , and therefore input processing is unlikely to explain the aging-related increase in speech errors.
Instead, the aging-related decline in accuracy in the Normal condition may reveal difficulties with speech production that can be offset by high vocabulary knowledge and/or compensatory or strategic processing that is triggered by more difficult speaking tasks. On this view, older speakers exerted more effort, especially in the nouns-swapped and exchange conditions, to minimize errors in their speech-similar to previous studies in which compensatory processing and strategies recruited by older participants offset aging effects (Rabaglia & Salthouse, 2011; Stine-Morrow et al., 2008 in behavioral data, whereas in others the brain revealed evidence of compensatory processing given no aging effects in behavioral data : Tyler, Shafto, Randall, Wright, Marslen-Wilson, & Stamatakis, 2010) . In contrast, the normal condition would have been the only one in which older participants did not have their guard up, leading them to produce speech more naturally-and therefore including a greater rate of speech errors in older relative to young speakers.
How can we be sure that the errors did not in fact reflect age-group differences in reading ability or strategy? For example, one study of silent reading of single sentences found that older adults skipped words more often than young adults (a "risky readers" strategy; Rayner, Reichle, Stroud, Williams, & Pollatsek, 2006 ; but see Choi, Lowder, Ferreira, Swaab, & Henderson, 2017) . Such a strategy could elicit more speech errors, perhaps particularly with function word targets, which are skipped more often than content words (O'Regan, 1979; Saint-Aubin & Klein, 2001 ). However, a recent study of aging effects on silent paragraph reading reported longer fixations for older than younger adults, and equivalent skipping rates across age groups (Whitford & Titone, 2017) . If this is correct, aging should not have increased errors-it might have been expected to result in fewer errors relative to young adults. An alternative strategic difference across older and younger participants is that older participants might have relied more heavily on predictive processing in reading aloud (e.g., see Kliegl, Grabner, Rolfs, & Engbert, 2004) , perhaps reflecting the need to maintain a larger eye voice span so as to provide more time for planning speech; Salthouse, 1984) . Because function words tend to be more predictable than content words (Bell, Brenier, Gregory, Girand, & Jurafsky, 2009) , this strategy might have led older speakers to produce more function word substitution errors. Consistent with such a possibility, there was a significant difference between young and older participants in the rate of function word substitution errors (see Figure 4) . However, aging does not consistently increase predictability effects in reading (Federmeier, Kutas, & Schul, 2010; Moers, Meyer, & Janse, 2017; Rayner et al., 2006; Whitford & Titone, 2017) . Moreover, our exploratory analyses of errors did not provide any evidence that aging effects on function word substitution errors varied by condition. This result also argues against a strategic difference where older adults rely more heavily on semantic processing (so as to facilitate rapid coordination of input and output processing). This strategy would be most accessible in the normal condition, and would predict much stronger aging effects on function word substitution errors in that condition.
Finally, if age differences in function word substitution errors were driven by any strategy that increased skipping, one might have also expected older participants to completely omit words relatively more than younger participants (but see Paulson, 2002) . Instead, if anything there were trends in the opposite direction (see Figure 5 ; young adults omitted content words more often than older adults), perhaps implying a less careful approach to the task in the faster and younger participants. Given these results, and assuming an analogy between omission errors and skipping during paragraph reading (and that the error subtype analyses which we conducted on vocabulary matched groups would replicate with a larger group and statistical control), it seems less likely that between group differences in reading elicited aging-related decrease in accuracy in the present study. Instead, it is more likely that older participants expended considerable effort to avoid producing errors in the more difficult Nouns-Swapped and Exchange conditions (but not in the normal condition); further work is clearly needed to determine the locus of aging effects on this type of speech error. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
Aging Effects on Self-Correction
Our finding of lower self-correction rates in the present study suggests that the self-correction deficit identified in aging bilinguals in stopping intrusion errors in midutterance (Gollan & Goldrick, 2016) , reflects general aging effects on speech production mechanisms rather than something specific to bilingual language switching. A question that arises is why, if older participants were especially focused on producing error-free speech in more difficult processing conditions, they nevertheless self-corrected their speech errors significantly less often than younger participants. One possibility is that there may be a distinction between planning and monitoring of speech wherein a more attentive and careful approach to planning does not necessarily also entail increased monitoring. Aging may impose more significant limitations on monitoring than on planning speech so that once a speech error was planned for production, older speakers were less effective at noticing and stopping to correct the error before continuing to read. On this view, the aging deficit in self-correction would also appear to be less amenable to compensatory processing or speakers' attempts to be more careful in their planning of speech for production (leading to differences between errors and self-correction variables in which conditions exhibited aging effects).
Why would self-correction be less amenable to strategic or compensatory processing in aging than the planning of speech itself (i.e., accuracy)? This apparent difference across measures is easiest to explain by assuming that monitoring (needed for selfcorrection) relies more heavily on cognitive mechanisms that decline in aging. Perhaps the most widely cited account of selfmonitoring of speech is the perceptual-loop theory, in which both planned and produced speech are monitored through language comprehension (Hartsuiker & Kolk, 2001; Levelt, 1983 Levelt, , 1989 . The inner loop detects errors by comparing intended speech to comprehension of formulated word forms planned in inner speech, whereas the outer loop detects errors by comparing originally intended speech to comprehension of the produced utterance (in overtly produced speech). Though comprehension remains relatively intact in aging (see Introduction), monitoring is effectively a secondary task (with production as primary). Such dual-tasks are known to be impaired in aging (e.g., Kemper et al., 2010 Kemper et al., , 2014 ; this model therefore predicts an aging deficit in self-correction rate.
Another prominent account is the conflict detection theory (Nozari, Dell, & Schwartz, 2011; Nozari & Novick, 2017) , in which monitoring of inner speech is triggered by competition between response options with greater conflict initiating stronger monitoring. If conflict monitoring relies on executive control abilitieswhich are known to be impaired in aging (e.g., Mayr, Spieler, & Kliegl, 2001; Raz, 2000; West, 1996 ; but see Salthouse, 2005; Verhaeghen & Cerella, 2002; Verhaeghen, 2011) then this model too would predict that self-correction should decline in aging. However, according to this model, speech errors themselves (not only self-correction thereof) are driven by conflict, thus aging should similarly affect accuracy and self-correction. Indeed, at the other end of the life span (i.e., in children), self-correction and production abilities appear to develop in close concert (Hanley, Cortis, Budd, & Nozari, 2016) . A priori, it might also have seemed that if the speech production system is less effective at resolving conflict (leading to more errors), there should be more conflict, which should in turn trigger greater (not fewer) self-corrections. Thus, this model needs to make an additional assumption, which is that older adults cannot compensate for their speech production difficulties with increased monitoring-an assumption that seems a bit inconsistent with evidence of compensatory processing both in this study and in previous work (see above). Alternatively, this might reflect older adults emphasizing fluency in their productions. Given their already slower speech rate (relative to younger adults), older adults might simply have been less inclined to self-correct any errors they did detect, as corrections would render their speech even slower.
Finally, our finding that the nouns-swapped condition elicited the lowest rate of self-corrections for all participants-including young and old (and even marginally more so for older than for young)-is difficult to explain. Here it is likely important to consider that we did not place any requirements on speed or self-correction, and though speech was slowed in the nounsswapped condition it was considerably more slowed in the exchange condition (see Figure 1) . Setting aside the exchange condition as an outlier of sorts, we might conclude then that semantic processing-which was disrupted in the nouns-swapped condition-facilitates effective monitoring of speech for errors, a possibility that implies a high level of processing as a primary target of monitoring (i.e., meaning is being monitored, not just lexical and phonological form; Hartsuiker, Corley, & Martensen, 2005; Hartsuiker, Pickering, & De Jong, 2005 ; but see Slevc & Ferreira, 2006, and Postma, 2000 . for arguments that speech is likely is monitored at multiple processing levels). Self-correction rates might be lower in older adults if they simply fail to remember exactly what they read before planning it for speech; maintaining only some vague information about the word, and eliciting no conflict to be detected. Consistent with this view, function word substitution errors exhibited strong aging effects on selfcorrection, and largely produced alternative grammatical constructions. As noted previously, function words have relatively impoverished in semantic content, and therefore might be easier for older adults to forget-which in turn would make detection of a mismatch between written and spoken content impossible, and there would be no conflict to be detected during production.
Implications for Models of Speech Production and Cognitive Aging
The launch-point for the present study was the finding of an aging deficit in mid-utterance self-correction of errors produced during reading aloud of bilingual language switches. The present results indicate a broader usefulness of the read aloud task for studying group differences in production of speech errors (in bilinguals and monolinguals alike), and joins other work in the field demonstrating the importance of controlling for between group differences in vocabulary and processing speed when looking to identify aging effects (though exactly how this should be done is far from simple; Bowles & Salthouse, 2008; Gray & Hills, 2014; Verhaeghen, 2003; West, Crook, & Barron, 1992) . With aging effects on vocabulary controlled, and without compensatory strategies triggered by unusually difficult speaking tasks, the reading-aloud task revealed aging deficits-especially in the normal condition-that are unique for their appearance in a simple naturalistic task that elicited largely error free connected speech, This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
and construction of relatively simple sentences strung together to produce a meaningful narrative.
To what extent can the effects we observed be explained by commonly discussed cognitive mechanisms possibly underlying aging effects on speech production? Aging-related declines in accuracy might reflect a process internal to lexical access, for example, disruptions to the flow of activation from concepts to lexical and especially to phonological representations, that is, the transmission deficit hypothesis (Burke et al., 1991) , whereas reduced self-corrections might be more affected by declines in executive function abilities. However, the finding of a possibly greatest aging effect on function word substitution errors is very much unexpected on a transmission deficits account. Function words are very high frequency words, which makes them highly accessible-perhaps even retrieved relatively automatically (Bock & Levelt, 1994; Garrett, 1975 Garrett, , 1982 ; but see Ayora, Janssen, Dell'acqua, & Alario, 2009 ). This presumably, should also have sheltered function words considerably from competition for selection relative to content words. Another mechanism commonly invoked to explain aging effects is the inhibitory deficit hypothesis, in which aging deficits reflect difficulty with managing competition within the language system (and nonlinguistic processing as well; Hasher, Zacks, & May, 1999; Zacks & Hasher, 1994) . This account runs into similar problems given the relative automaticity of function word retrieval. Additional work will be needed to determine the source of this type of speech error, whether it is more common in aging when speech is elicited in other tasks, or perhaps in reading aloud of paragraphs designed explicitly to elicit such errors.
A broader possible implication of the current results is that more than a single cognitive mechanism may be needed to explain aging effects on accuracy versus self-correction-in turn implying at least partial dissociation in models of speech production between how much monitoring of speech versus speech production itself, rely on common cognitive mechanisms (as assumed by the conflict detection theory). Thus, though executive control may be needed to resolve competition between alternative candidate lexical representations in speech, such control may be less critical for planning than for monitoring speech. If production and monitoring were similarly reliant on executive functions, and if aging-related changes in speech production primarily reflected decline in this cognitive mechanism, then errors and self-corrections should have exhibited parallel aging effects. It will be important to confirm that any differences found between measures and across conditions in aging effects in fact reflect differences in speech planning versus monitoring-as opposed to differences in approach, compensatory strategies, or effects of higher vocabulary knowledge. Nonetheless, the apparent differences (comparing Figures 2 and 3) would be easiest to explain by assuming at least some dissociation between cognitive mechanisms underlying planning and monitoring of speech, in models of speech production.
A final, key question to consider is what are the implications of our finding that-other than a slower pace of speech-aging deficits in the present study would have been missed entirely had we not controlled for the concomitant aging-related increase in vocabulary knowledge. For obvious reasons, it is standard practice in individual differences research to control for the influence of experience-based confounding variables known to affect cognition (e.g., socioeconomic status). Although vocabulary knowledge is necessarily based on experience with a large variety of lexical items, the ability to retain and utilize this information might reflect other individual differences in cognitive processes. Young adults with unexpectedly large vocabularies might therefore form an artificially high baseline-a young adult advantage rather than an older adult disadvantage. A key question for future work is to better understand the cognitive processes through which vocabulary knowledge exerts such powerful effects on language processing; this will clarify the extent to which the aging effects observed here reflect processes internal or external to the language production system.
